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Intro at Beginning of Service: 

This Rosh Hashanah we’re talking about stories. The stories of the Jewish people. The stories 

that teach us. The stories of our own lives. Later in services, we’re going to share our own 

stories. So in those moments of reflection during services tonight, I want you to think of a 

meaningful story from your Jewish life – something memorable, something that influenced you, 

something that has stayed with you all these years. We’ll come back to those stories later. 

 

Sermon: 

When your parents are born in a small town in the Baden region of Germany, you can have a 

complicated relationship as a Jew with your family homeland. This was a reality for Temple 

member Jerry Strauss. In 2009, he decided to take a family trip to show his kids where their 

grandparents came from. Jerry let the Bürgermeister know they were coming, and to his surprise 

the town responded, embracing this Jewish family who were visiting the home town of their 

ancestor. A welcome breakfast celebration was held. The mayor took them around. Jerry saw his 

dad’s house, the location of the synagogue, and his grandfather’s grave. A connection was 

formed between his kids and his parents who never knew each other. Their identity, as 

descendants of Germans, as Americans, connections to the Holocaust, and especially as Jews 

grew in closeness and meaning. 

Jerry shared this story with me and a dozen other members of The Reform Temple of Forest 

Hills this past April. From May 2014 through June 2015, about 340 adults and kids from RTFH, 

ranging from infants to 90somethings squeezed into my Forest Hills apartment’s living room on 

late Saturday afternoons. It was a project we called Havdalah at Home. 

It was an opportunity to get to know each other outside of Temple, away from services. The 

assemblies were intentionally random creating groups that had people sitting beside longtime 

friends and sometimes surrounded by a group of strangers. Minded by my dog Quincy, we joined 

together in Havdalah to end Shabbat and got to know each other a little better doing what Jews 

love to do: Eat. Well, of course eat. It wouldn’t be a Temple program without some snacks. But 
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instead of chit chat, we also shared stories. Stories about our own Jewish journey. Not everyone 

talked, but over the 13 months, I had the privilege of hearing stories at 22 gatherings from people 

representing more than half the families of the congregation. 

I must mention at this point that Havdalah at Home could not have happened without the support 

of the office staff and one particular congregant, Lynn Fisher, who wonderfully managed the 

RSVPs behind-the-scenes. It also was expertly supported by our Board of Trustees as a Board 

Member and their family were present at every session helping with set up, welcome, and clean 

up. 

While every group heard me share a story, I has the privilege of hearing all of their stories; 

stories that helped define who we are and what has influenced each of our path in Judaism. 

People reflected on how Judaism has impacted their work, their home, their life choices, their 

ethics, and their soul. And for most people, it wasn’t the obvious moments of life cycle events 

and holidays, but other times in their life. 

We learn through stories. The ones we tell and the ones we hear. This morning, I want to share a 

few of the many wonderful stories I heard about the Jewish journeys of this community. 

 

Judaism is all about community. While Abraham was the first Jew, it is Jacob, with his four 

wives, and many children that began our time as the children of Israel. When we are away from 

home, the familiar connections become even more important. Aron Izower did some serious 

international traveling. Yet wherever he went - Stockholm, Hong Kong, Sydney, Bangkok  - he 

was able to find a synagogue. He’d go to services and meet the Jewish community. Inevitably 

he’d be invited to a meal in someone’s home, sometimes even be offered a place stay. Wherever 

he went, he found a very warm welcome. “You felt like you were a part of the community,” he 

said, “Not a stranger, but someone with a closer bond built out of shared Judaism.” 

Stanley Friedman’s last name was Friedman. But when he was younger, his father feared 

antisemitism would lead to Stanley being identified as a Jew and being hurt. So his dad changed 

Stanley’s last name to Reid. He stayed with that name through his marriage, but one day realized 

it wasn’t who he was. He was Jewish and was proud to be identified as such. He and his wife 

Susan changed their names to Friedman. “I’ve never regretted it,” he said. 
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Growing up is a journey that hopefully moves from focus on the self to focus on a wider world. 

You bring to discover your connections with others and how it enhances your world. Scott 

Kamen, a junior in High School, remembered his first NFTY event, the regional youth group for 

the New York City area, when he was finishing eighth grade. The theme of the event was “When 

Atem becomes Anachnu,” using words from Deuteronomy describing the move from looking at 

people as “you” to recognizing your connection as “we.” At the event, High School Seniors, four 

years older, shared their love of NFTY. Scott was inspired to always work towards building 

inclusive communities and develop his own passion for youth group. Now he is a leader in 

ToFHY, RTFH’s youth group, as well as NFTY and still feels the power of that first event to 

welcome the next grade of NFTYites. 

 

Most of us were born Jewish – one or both of our parents were Jewish and we were raised in 

some level of involvement in the Jewish world. Others found their journey towards Judaism later 

and converted to Judaism. 

Gina Drangel found that journey when she went to her best friend’s Passover seder while in High 

School. She had been raised in Catholicism but never felt comfortable in it. But reading the story 

of the Jewish Exodus from Egypt felt familiar and an untold part of her life. She got more 

involved in the Catholic Church, especially through music, but still felt a considerable 

disconnect.  She went to a Jewish theater group and it seemed her destiny was clear. There she 

met the theater’s Jewish trumpeter, Eddie. Soon they were engaged and at a meeting with their 

rabbi she was asked if she might want to convert. “I can convert?” Gina was surprised. “I didn’t 

know that was possible.” Many years after her conversion, her daughter Anna was doing a 

school project on genealogy. All of the entries referred to Judaism. Gina asked her if she wanted 

to add some items about her African American history. Anna said, “They see that without me 

telling them. I need to help them see the Jewish part.” 

Working with those becoming Jews-by-Choice is one of the greatest privileges I get as a rabbi. 

Along the way there is a transition like from talking about “You” to talking about “Us.” Judy 

Downer hadn’t quite concretized whether she would convert to Judaism. One day, she received a 

telephone survey asking about the most important issues facing New York City. At the end, they 

asked a variety of demographic questions. When asked for her religion, Judy immediately said, 
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“Judaism.” She had been involved with Judaism for 20 years, but the confidence of her response 

surprised her. She soon entered a conversion program and made it formal.  

Ilyse Sisolak feels particular pride watching her non-Jewish husband Michael help make holiday 

dinners. Seeing him bake challah with their three young children emphasizes not that he isn’t 

Jewish, but that their family is. Our synagogue is filled with those born Jewish, those who 

converted to Judaism, and those who aren’t Jewish but are integral part of Jewish families. 

As an Assistant Principal, William Yang interacted with people of all backgrounds. At home he 

was a loving husband and dad with a Jewish wife and two Jewish kids, but was not Jewish 

himself. At one meeting at school, a mom was explaining to the assembled administration that 

her daughter had dietary concerns. While her medication was helping, she had a recent relapse 

because of something she ate. “What was it?” someone asked. “Charoset,” the mom shared. 

There was a silence of ignorance in the room. Finally, William, used his home knowledge to 

explain about the paste of nuts and fruits made for the recent Passover holiday. The mom was 

delighted and soon she and William began sharing recipes. An unexpected moment of Jewish 

identity for a non-Jewish Assistant Principal at work. 

 

One story that came up at many weeks of Havdalah at Home were people’s memories of being 

asked about their horns. The notion that Jews have horns is likely a mistranslation of Exodus 34 

where Moses, having had an incredible interaction with God, now has beams of light coming 

from his head. The word “beams” could also be translated as horns. This was enshrined in 

common folklore by artists such as Michelangelo who sculpted his Moses with horns. For 

antisemites, it was an easy way to link Jews with animals and the devil. 

Though some people had defining moments of Jewish identity based on hatred, others had 

potentially frightening interactions go a very different way. When David Weber was a boy, he 

was playing in the playground of Cathedral Preparatory. He threw a ball and like out of a TV 

sitcom, he broke a window of the seminary.  He and his father met with Father Egan of the 

school. He was terrified how this priest would treat this little Jewish boy. Father Egan sat them 

down and didn’t even mention the window. He talked with compassion. He asked David if he 

liked sports and gave him a pass to attend any of the school’s basketball games. David’s father 
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used that pass for the next 40 years. David learned incredible respect for clergy and how to 

embody kindness in your dealings with others. 

 

Our Jewish identity is potentially shaped in all interactions and at all times. It isn’t something to 

box up and take out only once-in-a-while. The synagogue is a major place, naturally, where we 

learn what Judaism means to us. Debbie Ball had converted to Judaism many years early, but 

was still concerned how her mom would react to a full Shabbat service when they celebrated 

Debbie’s daughter Hannah’s bat mitzvah. Her mom was silent throughout the service and Debbie 

cautiously asked what she thought of it. “I loved it,” her mom replied, “I loved the music and the 

whole thing. If it weren’t for the Hebrew, I’d probably turn Jewish.” 

Rochelle Weinberg found her love of the Sanctuary somewhere very different – watching 

Christians in churches in Italy. She saw their faith and piety and wanted to embrace that power in 

herself. She found it in this sanctuary among her Jewish community. “I feel wonderful in the 

Sanctuary,” she said. “My heart fills with pride and joy when the Ark is open. I’m proud of all 

that the Jewish people accomplished and how we survived despite thousand of years of 

antisemitism.”  Rochelle and Manny even renewed their vows in this very Sanctuary. 

 

I told a story too at each Havdalah at Home. The same story. As everyone who attended already 

heard it, let me share a different one. When I was in third grade, I had a crummy Religious 

School teacher. She didn't seem to want to make Sunday School or Judaism interesting. I turned 

to my best friend and said, “I can do a better job than that.” And that led me into a love for 

teaching and teaching Judaism. I was as a teacher’s aide in Sunday School while in High School, 

taught my own classes when I was in college, and soon was in rabbinical school making Jewish 

teaching my life. 

This Fall, I’m excited that we have a special opportunity to embrace Jewish learning. While there 

will be a variety of classes for adults and kids at synagogue coming up, starting November 11 on 

Wednesday nights I’ll be teaching the Union for Reform Judaism’s Intro to Judaism program. 

The Reform Movement’s outstanding class has never been taught in Queens. And I’m honored to 

begin what I hope is a regular appearance.  Intro to Judaism is best known as a requirement for 
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those who are looking to convert to Judaism. But it is also for non-Jews who just want to learn 

more about their Jewish family and faith. And it is especially ideal for those who were born 

Jewish but never had much Jewish schooling, Sunday school, or had only terrible teachers like 

my 3rd grade class. 

Casi Moses-Sommers, our office administrative assistant, took Intro at one of the Manhattan 

courses with her husband Greg. She was cautious going in. She remembers, “I didn’t know what 

to expect from an Introduction to Judaism class.  Would I learn how to make kugel or how to say 

Yiddish words like oy gevalt? What my husband and I found in the class was a foundation for 

our Judaism, and the support we yearned for to create Jewish roots.  As my teacher said, it’s hard 

to be a Jew alone.  The class gave us another Jewish community to belong to, one where we got 

to ask a lot of our stupid questions about Judaism and even found answers!” 

For those of you seeking a different opportunity to build your Jewish identity, I hope you’ll 

consider signing up. Info is on the handout from this morning. Intro is also a wonderful step if 

you are seeking Adult Bar Mitzvah or Bat Mitzvah. Many Jews never had celebrated their B’nai 

Mitzvah and this is a chance to fulfill their destiny. Taking Intro to Judaism will then be 

followed, for those who wish, by Adult B’nai Mitzvah classes with the Cantor and me. It will 

culminate with a special celebration at the Torah. Contact me directly for details. 

We have had wonderful Adult Bar and Bat Mitzvah classes in Temple’s history. One of them 

was a ceremony celebrated by an individual. Jodi Ann Herman shared her memory of her service 

during Havdalah at Home. Jodi felt a hole in her Jewish identity not having had a Bat Mitzvah 

service. As a woman, she felt it was important to read Torah on the bimah. As a person with 

special needs she felt it was vital to show people she could do it too. Rabbi Perelmuter said to her 

on that special day, “You don’t know how much you did for this Temple.” 

 

For over a year, I had the pleasure and privilege of hearing stories about moments to remember 

in people’s Jewish identities and journey. Judaism is a faith built on stories. Our Torah is a 

collection of very memorable ones. We connect with the Torah stories because they speak to 

issues we have and we see ourselves in them. Jacob has marital troubles like we do – even if it is 

with four wives. And Noah has work issues like we do – even if it involved a boatload of 
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animals. Our holidays are based on the experiences of our ancestors. We tell stories to inspire, 

remember, teach, caution, celebrate, and learn. Our lives are really a collection of our stories. 

Everyone who is married in this room can tell verbatim numerous stories that their spouse shares 

regularly. You might even tell it better. 

Havdalah at Home may return in the year ahead, but you can make it happen yourself. Invite 

people over to your place. If it is a Saturday night, try doing Havdalah. After the holidays there 

will be a guide for doing your own Havdalah on our website. More importantly, when you gather 

with friends don’t just share the latest gossip on your lives or sports talk or review a movie. 

Share stories about who you are and what defines your life. And let your guests share their 

stories too. You’ll learn so much and your relationship will be enriched. 

As I mentioned at the beginning of services, this Rosh Hashanah let’s share a story. Think of a 

powerful moment, a memorable time, a defining event in your Jewish life. Keeping your story to 

under a minute, you’re going to turn to someone near you who isn’t your family or your close 

friend. 

Tell them your name and then say, “The Jewish moment I remember best is…” Keep it focused 

and personal. Don’t chit chat. Then let the other person tell their story, “The Jewish moment I 

remember best is…” Ready…go. 

<Share Stories> 

Keep sharing your stories. Keep listening to others. As we learned last night, you never know 

when a story is the missing piece of someone’s journey. You don’t need to do it the sanctuary. 

You don’t need to share it in my living room; you don’t need my cute dog. Take the stories that 

make up your life, share them with others, listen to theirs, and build the lessons and 

understanding of how you connect to Judaism and who you might yet become. 


